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1. Int roduct ion 
We say two points pl, P2 in an ordered set P are related or comparable (pl ~ p2) 
iff Pl ~< P2 or Pl >/p2. The comparability graph of an ordered set P is the graph 
(P, {{Pl, P2}: p l¢  P2, pl ~ P2}) that has as its vertices the points of P and contains 
an edge between two distinct vertices iff they are related in P. An ordered set P is 
called chain-complete iff every nonempty chain has a supremum and an infimum in 
P. A property of  an ordered set is called a comparability invariant in the class ¢ of 
ordered sets iff for all ordered sets P, Q E C that have isomorphic omparability graphs 
either both or neither have the property. Recall that an ordered set is said to have the 
fixed point property iff every order-preserving self map has a fixed point. In [2] it has 
been shown that the fixed point property is a comparability invariant in the class of  
finite ordered sets. 
Here, as well as in other branches of  combinatorial theory it is natural to ask how far 
such a finitary result can be extended to the infinite case. Our main result (Theorem 6.2) 
is especially interesting in light of  the fact that little is known about the fixed point 
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property for infinite sets aside from simple generalizations of finite results. It is obvious 
that the fixed point property is not a comparability invariant on the class of all ordered 
sets. (Let N U {~} be the set of natural numbers and the point at infinity with the nat- 
ural order. Then t~ U {~} and ~ have the isomorphic omparability graphs but the first 
set has the fixed point property, while the second does not.) However with restriction 
to the proper class a comparability invariance result should be possible to be proved. 
Classes that are often considered as "close" to the class of finite ordered sets are: 
l. ordered sets of finite height, 
2. ordered sets with no infinite chains, 
3. (chain-complete) ordered sets of finite width, 
4. (chain-complete) ordered sets with no infinite antichains, 
5. chain-complete ordered sets, 
as each class shares some important properties with the class of finite ordered sets. For 
example, it is proved in [7, 8] that each chain-complete ordered set with no infinite 
antichain is dismantlable to a finite ordered set in finitely many steps. For fixed point 
theory this makes these ordered sets 'essentially finite' and the fixed point property is a 
comparability invariant in this class (cf. [9, Theorem 1.7]). The class of chain-complete 
ordered sets is substantially arger than the class of chain-complete ordered sets with 
no infinite antichains. For example, it contains the sets with no infinite chains (and 
thus also the sets of finite height). Yet the class of chain-complete ordered sets shares 
the following two important properties with the class of finite ordered sets: 
1. The Abian-Brown-Pelczar theorem: ([1, 11]) Let P be a chain-complete ordered set 
and let f : P --+ P be order-preserving. If there is a p E P with p ~ f (p ) ,  then f 
has a fixed point. This is an easy result and a standard tool for finite ordered sets. 
2. The existence of a decomposition for chain-complete ordered sets (cf. Lemmas 4.16 
and 5.5) that is analogous to the decomposition of finite ordered sets (cf. e.g., [3, 
Satz 1.2; 6, Theorem 1.2; 10, Theorem 4.2]). The proof of comparability invariance 
in the finite case in [2] relies heavily on a decomposition result for finite ordered 
sets (cf. [2, Theorem 1]). Our proof of Theorem 6.2 is clearly inspired by the 
approach in [2]. 
Our "~ U {cx~} vs. 1~" example shows that there is little hope for comparability invari- 
ance of the fixed point property beyond the class of chain-complete ordered sets. i.e., 
chain-complete s ts seem to be the natural habitat for an invariance result regarding 
the fixed point property and for further investigation of the fixed point property. In 
fact, the author is unaware of any strong fixed point results for non-chain-complete 
ordered sets. 
The currently starting search for infinitary results in the fixed point theory for ordered 
sets can also be seen as motivated by the recent resolution of the product problem 
by Roddy (cf. [12]): If P, Q are finite ordered sets with the fixed point property, then 
P × Q also has the fixed point property. Some infinitary generalizations exist (using the 
above mentioned Li-Milner structure theorem from [8]), but the result is for example 
unproved for chain-complete s ts or for sets of finite height. At present ime it is not 
clear if the product property (P has the product property iff for all ordered sets Q 
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with the fixed point property we have that P × Q has the fixed point property) is a 
comparability invariant on the class of chain-complete ordered sets. I f  it is not we 
would have that contrary to the finite case the product property is not equivalent to the 
fixed point property for chain-complete s ts. I f  it is, this would be another hint that 
the two properties might be equivalent in general or at least for chain-complete s ts. 
2. Basic definitions and preliminaries 
All results in this paper are stated as generally as possible and chain-completeness is 
only needed where it is explicitly demanded. We denote T p := {x E P:x  >~ p}. Recall 
that an ordered set is called connected iff there is a fence a = f0 <~ f i  ~> f2 ~< "'" ~> b 
between any two elements a, b E P and that every ordered set with the fixed point 
property is connected. 
The proof of the invariance result in [2] rests on a result ([2, Theorem 1]), which 
basically states that for finite sets comparability invariance is equivalent to a relatively 
simple theorem for lexicographic sums. Recall 
Definition 2.1. Let T be a nonempty ordered set considered as an index set and let 
{Pt}tcr be a family of pairwise disjoint nonempty ordered sets that are all disjoint from 
T. (All lexicographic sum representations in this paper will implicitly be assumed to 
satisfy this hypothesis. Since we can always achieve this by exchanging some elements 
if necessary, this is no restriction of generality.) We define the lexicographic sum 
L{Pt I t E T} to be Utcr Pt ordered by pl ~< p2 iff 
1. Pi E Pt,, t l~  t2 and tl <r  ta, or 
2. pl, p2 E Pt and Pl <~P, P2. 
The Pt will be called the pieces of the lexicographic sum and T will be called the 
index set. I f  the index set T is a chain, we will call the lexicographic sum linear. A 
linear lexicographic sum with finitely many pieces Pl < P2 < "'" < Pn is also denoted 
P1 OP2 • ""  ~3 P,,. 
Lexicographic sums and their relation to the fixed point property were investigated in
[4, 5, 13] for example. In Section 3 we prove a lemma on chain-complete lexicographic 
sums (cf. Lemma 3.4) that has a similar flavor as the condition in Theorem 1 in [2]. In 
order to use it we prove in Sections 4 and 5 (cf. Lemmas 4.16 and 5.5) that connected, 
chain-complete sets can be decomposed into lexicographic sums that are in a sense 
"comparability invariant" (in the language of [6] all pieces of these lexicographic sums 
are strongly autonomous). 
Definition 2.2. Let P be an ordered set and let A, B C P. Then we will say 
1. A~<Bi f f fo r  a l laEA,  bEBwehave  a<~b, 
2. A <B ifffor a l laEA,  bEBwehavea  < b. 
When singleton sets are involved we generally omit the set brackets. 
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Definition 2.3 (cf., e.g., Dreesen, Poguntke and Winkler [2], and Kelly [6]). Let P be 
an ordered set and S C_ p. Then S ~ ~ is called order-autonomous iff for all p c P \ S 
we have that 
1. I f  there is an s E S with p ~< s, then p ~< S, and 
2. If  there is an sES  with p t> s, then p >~ S. 
Example 2.4. For every p E P the set {p} is order-autonomous. Moreover, P is order- 
autonomous in itself. These order-autonomous subsets of an ordered set will be referred 
to as the trivial order-autonomous subsets. 
The author's main reference on comparability graphs is Kelly's classical paper [6]. 
In [6], Kelly develops a decomposition theory for infinite ordered sets, while very 
clearly pointing out which pitfalls exist in the generalization process. In the language 
of [6] we show that maximal order-autonomous subsets (cf. Definition 4.8) and minimal 
chain-links (cf. Definition 5.1) are quasimaximal strongly autonomous sets (cf. Lemmas 
4.9 and 5.4). Lemmas 4.12 and 5.3 say that every point in a chain-complete ordered 
set is contained in a quasimaximal strongly autonomous et, a fact that is not true 
for sets that are not chain-complete (cf. [6, p. 26]). As a direct proof of our results 
is only as long as a proof of strong autonomy, etc., of the involved sets we make 
our approach self-contained and try to use the language of ordered sets exclusively 
rather than the language of [6]. This is also necessary as the main fixed point lemma 
(cf. Lemma 3.4) is a theorem on lexicographic sums, not comparability graphs and 
since chain-completeness is an order-theoretical r ther than a graph-theoretical oncept. 
Lemmas 4.16 and 5.5 are providing the canonical decompositions of chain-complete 
lexicographic sums that are crucial in proving the main result. The above-mentioned 
lemmas are used in Section 6 to prove that the fixed point property is a comparability 
invariant for the class of chain-complete ordered sets (cf. Theorem 6.2). Finally, in 
Section 7, Theorem 7. I we prove an analogue of Theorem 1 in [2] which is applicable 
to infinite ordered sets of finite height. The proof of Theorem 7.1 is similar to the 
proof of Theorem 1 in [2] in that we exhibit a step-by-step transformation from one 
ordered set to the other without loosing any properties. The proof of Theorem 6.2 is 
not a transformation between the ordered sets, but similar in spirit, as we go to smaller 
and smaller sets in the canonical decomposition. 
Notation. Whenever we are considering several ordered sets or several orders on the 
same set, the orders and order-related constructions/properties, etc., will be given an 
index or a prefix to indicate in which ordered set a certain property holds. No indexing 
will be used in results and proofs in which only one order is involved. 
3. Lemmas on lexicographic sums 
Lemma 3.1. Let L{Pt I t c T} be a lexicographic sum with the f ixed point property. 
Then T has the f ixed point property. 
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Proof. T is a retract of the lexicographic sum. [] 
Lemma 3.2. Let T be an ordered set and let P :=L{Pt l t E T} be a P-chain-complete 
lexicooraphic sum. I f  the piece Pb contains a chain C that has no supremum in Pb, 
then (TT b) \ {b} has a T-smallest element s and Ps has a P-smallest element. 
Proof. Let c := Ve c.  Then c ~ Pt. Let s be such that c E P~. Then for all t > rb 
and all pEPt  we have p >-pC. Hence t />rs  and c is the P-smallest element 
of P~. [] 
Lemma 3.3. Let T be an ordered set and let P := L{Pt [ t E T} be a P-chain-complete 
lexicographic sum. I f  C C_ T is T-well-ordered, then Vrc  exists. Moreover if 
Vr  c (~ c, then PVr C has a P-smallest element. 
Proof. If c is not isomorphic to a limit ordinal the whole statement is trivial, as 
C has a T-largest element. Otherwise we argue as follows: For every c E C choose 
a pcEPc. Then K:={pc :cEC} is P-well-ordered, as Pc~ <~PPc2 iff cl <~rc2. Let 
k := VpK.  Then k ~ Pc for all cEC.  Let dE  T be such that kEPd. Then for all 
t E T with t >/r C, there is a p E Pt with p >~ eK and hence p >/p k. Therefore t t> T d 
and d = Vr  c.  Moreover since every element of Pd is a P-upper bound of K, k is 
the P-smallest element of Pd. [] 
Lemma 3.4. Let T be an ordered set and let P := L {Pt l t c T} and Q := L {Qt l t E T} 
be chain-complete l xicographic sums. I f  P has the fixed point property, then .for 
every order-preservin9 map f : Q ~ Q at least one of the followin O is true: 
1. f has a fixed point, or 
2. There is a t E T such that Pt has the fixed point property, Qt is chain-complete 
and f maps Qt to itself. 
Proof. Let f : Q --, Q be order-preserving. We will construct a countable sequence of 
sets ~ ~ T" C T, such that 
1. For each nE~ there is a tnET~\T  "+l with Tn+l=(~r,, t~)\{tn} or Tn+l= 
(Tr', tn)\(tn}, 
2. Qn :--L{Qt It E T"} is chain-complete and f maps Q" to itself, 
3. P" :=L{Pt]t E T"} has the fixed point property. In particular, T n has the fixed point 
property. 
To start the induction we set T o := T. For the inductive step assume that T n and t,_ 
have already been chosen. Consider the mapping 
F:Tn'--+(79(Tn)\{O}); t~-- '{sETn:(3qEQt)f(q)EQs}.  
There must be a tb E T" with F(tb)={tb}, as otherwise one could choose 9(t) E F(t) \ (t} 
for every t E T n and 9 would be a fixed point free Tn-order-preserving self map of T", 
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contradicting the inductive assumption 3. Thus f maps Qth to itself, which implies f 
maps the linear lexicographic sum 
G: =L{Qt l tET  n, t<r , , tb}®Otb®L{Qt[ tET  n, t>r, , tb} 
to itself. I f  Qtb is not chain-complete, then by Lemma 3.2 L{Qt I t E T', t < r,, tb} has a 
largest element or L{Qt ] t E T n, t > r,, tb} has a smallest element. Call this element x. 
Then x is Q-related to each point in G and since f maps G to itself f (x )  ,.~Q x and f 
has a fixed point. In this case we stop. Thus, in the following, we can assume Qt, is 
chain-complete. If  Pt,, has the fixed point property, we stop. If Qt~ has a Q-largest or 
a Q-smallest element q, then f (q )  is Q-comparable to q, f has a fixed point and we 
stop. If  none of the above is the case, then Pt~ does not have the fixed point property 
and there must be 
1. a qEL{Qt l tET  ", t<r,,tb} with f (q )  ~ L{Qt] tET ' ,  t<r,,tb}, in which case f 
has a fixed point and we stop, or 
2. a q E L { Qt I t E T ", t > r,, tb } with f ( q ) ~ L { Qt ] t E T", t > r,, tb}, in which case 
f has a fixed point and we stop, or 
3. f maps Qt,,, L{Qt I tET  n, t >r,, tb} and L{Qt I tET" ,  t <r,, tb} to themselves 
and at least one of L{Pt l tET ' ,  t >r" tb} and L{Pt I tET  ", t <r,, tb} has the 
fixed point property (cf [13, Corollary 4.2]). 
Since in the first two cases we are done we only need to consider 3. Suppose, without 
loss of generality, that L{Pt I t E T n, t < r,, tb} has the fixed point property. Applying 
Lemma 3.2 to G, we infer, since Qt~ was not supposed to have a Q-smallest ele- 
ment, that L{Qt I t E T', t < r,,tb} is chain-complete. We let T n+l := {t E Tn: t < T', tb}, 
tn := tb and continue the induction. (It is obvious that T n+l , t n satisfy inductive as- 
sumptions 1-3.) 
If the above induction stops at a finite n E ~, then we are done. If  not, the set 
C:={t~: nEt~} is a T-chain, which is the disjoint union of Ct:={t, EC: tn <r  
T n+j} and Cu:={tnEC: tn>rTn+7}. Moreover Cl <rCu. Also, for n < m with tn, 
t, ,ECt we have T"DT m and hence t, <r  tin, and for n < m with t,,tmECu we 
have TnD T m and hence t, > r tm. Without loss of generality, we can assume that 
Ct is infinite and hence isomorphic to the natural numbers. First suppose that Cu has 
a minimum tm E T and that tm = Vr  c/. Then by Lemma 3.3, Qt,,, has a Q-smallest 
element, which cannot be, as the induction would have stopped at m. Thus the set 
T c¢ :={tET :C l  <r  t <r  Cu} = Nn~t~ Tn Y~ O. Moreover by Lemma 3.3 the set 
Q~ :=L{Qt It E T ~} : N ,~ L{at It E T'} has a Q-smallest element qs. Let q E O~. 
For each n E ~ we have q E L{Qt It E T ~} and hence f (q )  E L{Q, [t ~ Tn}. Thus  f 
maps Q~ to itself and hence f(q~)>~Qq~ and f has a fixed point. [] 
4. Lemmas on order-autonomous subsets 
In general, it is not true that if P, Q have the same comparability graph and S C__ P is 
order-autonomous as a subset of P, then S is also order-autonomous as a subset of Q 
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([6, bottom of p. 13]). Lemmas 4.6 and 4.16 are vehicles that allow the transplantation 
of order-autonomous sets. 
Lemma 4.1. Let P be an ordered set and let S c P be a disconnected order-autonomous 
subset. Then every component C of S is order-autonomous in P. 
Proof. Let C be a component of the disconnected order-autonomous subset S of P and 
let p E P \ C with p ~> c for some c E C. Then p ~ S, hence p > S and in particular 
p > C. The other comparability is handled dually. [] 
Definition 4.2. Let P be an ordered set and let a, b E P with a ~ b. We define 
[a,b]:= {pEP:  a <<. p <<. b}. 
We call C C p convex iff for all a, b E C with a ~< b we have [a, b] c C. (Note that 
this need not imply that C is connected.) For D C_ P we define the convex hull o lD  
to be 
con(D) := U{[a ,b] :  a, bED; a <~ b}. 
Proposition 4.3. Let P be an ordered set and let D C P. Then, con(D) /s  contained & 
every convex superset of D (trivial). Moreover every d E D is conta&ed in a maximal 
(with respect to inclusion) P-convex subset of D. (Zorn's Lemma). [] 
Proposition 4.4 (also cf. Kelly [6], remarks on p. 13). Let P be an ordered set and 
let 0 # S C_ p be order-autonomous. Then S is convex. 
Proof. Let a, bES  with a ~< b. Assume there is a pEP \S  with a < p < b. Then 
p > S and p < S, i.e., in particular p > a and p < a, which is impossible. [] 
Lennna 4.5. If P is connected and S C P is an order-autonomous, proper subset of 
P, then there is an upper or a lower bound of S in P \ S. 
Proof. Let S C P be an order-autonomous subset with P \ S # O. Since P is connected, 
there is a p E P \ S that is related to an s E S, say p > s. Then by order-autonomy of
S we have p>S.  [] 
Lemma 4.6. Let P = ( U, <~ p ) and Q = ( U, <~ Q ) be two ordered sets with the same 
underlying set U and the same comparability graph. I f  S C P is P-order-autonomous, 
then cona(S) is Q-order-autonomous. Moreover, every maximal (with respect to 
inclusion) Q-convex subset of S is Q-order-autonomous. 
Proof. Let x E Q \ conQ(S) be such that there is an s E conQ(S) with x >Q s. Then 
there is an g E S with x > Q s >/Q s. Hence x ,-,~Q S, which means x "~e s. Therefore, 
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x ,,~e t for all tES,  which in turn implies x ~Q t for all t6S .  As x >Q g and 
x q~ conQ(S), there is no element of S that is ~>Qx. Therefore x >Q t for all tES ,  i.e., 
x >Q S, which implies x >Q conQ(S). The case x <O s EconQ(S) is treated ually. 
To prove the 'moreover'-part let C C S be a maximal Q-convex subset of S. Let 
x6Q\C  be such that x >Q c for some cCC.  (The dual case is similar.) I f x  ~ S, 
then (similar to the above) x is related to all elements of S. Thus x is related to all 
elements of C and since C is convex, x > Q C. If x 6 S, then there is a b 6 C and a 
q ~ S such that x >Q q >Q b (otherwise conQ(C tA {x}) would be a larger Q-convex 
subset of S). As above q >Q C and thus x >Q C. [] 
Lemma 4.7. Let P = (U, <~t,) and Q -- (U, <~Q) be two ordered sets with the same 
underlying set U and the same comparability graph. I f  S C P is a proper P-order- 
autonomous subset of P and conQ(S) = Q, then Q has a nontrivial decomposition as 
a linear lexicographic sum. 
Proof. Let H C S be a maximal Q-convex subset of S. Then 0 # H # Q and by 
Lemma 4.6, H is Q-order-autonomous. Every element of Q \ S is Q-related to some 
element (and hence all elements) of S as cone(S ) = Q and S is P-order-autonomous. 
Hence every element of Q \ S is Q-related to all elements of H. If x E S \H ,  then 
there is an h EH with x ~Q h (otherwise conQ(H tA {x}) is a larger Q-convex subset 
of S), say x>Qh (one treats the other case dually). Thus there is a q6Q\S  and a 
b 6 H with x > Q q > Q b (otherwise conQ(H tO {x}) is a larger Q-convex subset of S). 
Thus q is related to all elements of H and since H is convex q > a H. Thus x > Q H. 
Hence all elements of Q \ H are Q-related to all elements of H and Q = {q 6 Q: q < 0 
H} @ H G {q E Q: q > o H}, where at least two summands are nonempty. [] 
Definition 4.8. An order-autonomous subset S of the ordered set P is called maximal 
iff S # P and for all order-autonomous subsets S CP  with S C S we have S E {S,P}. 
Lemma 4.9. Let P = (U, <~?) and Q = (U, <~e) be two ordered sets with the same 
underlyin 9 set U and the same comparability graph. Assume that P, Q have no non- 
trivial decomposition as linear lexicographic sums. I f  S c P is a maximal P-order- 
autonomous subset of P, then S is also a maximal Q-order-autonomous subset of  Q. 
Proof. By Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7, conQ(S) is Q-order-autonomous and not equal to Q. 
Repetition of this argument shows that con?(conQ(S)) is P-order-autonomous and not 
equal to P. Since the underlying sets satisfy 
S c conQ(S) C cone(conQ(S)) _CP 
and S was a maximal P-order-autonomous s bset of P, we infer that except P all sets 
above must be equal. Thus S = cono(S) is Q-order-autonomous. Now let B C Q be a 
proper Q-order-autonomous s bset of Q such that S c B. Then S C B C con?(B) # P, 
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and cone(B) is P-order-autonomous. Maximal P-order-autonomy of S shows S = B --- 
cone(B) and thus S is also maximal Q-order-autonomous. [] 
Lemma 4.10. Let {S~}~et be a family of order-autonomous subsets of the ordered 
set P with [')¢tEl S~ ~ ~. Then U~t  s~ is order-autonomous. 
Proof. Let s E N~EI act. Suppose p E P \ U~,cl s:, satisfies p < q E U~Cl S~. Then p < s 
and hence p < S~ for all ct E I. The dual situation is treated similarly. [] 
Lemma 4.11. Let P be an ordered set and suppose that SI and $2 are connected 
order-autonomous subsets of P with S1 f) Sz ¢ O. Then we have 
1. S1 C $2, or 
2. S2 CC_ S1, or 
3. SI U $2 is the linear lexicographic sum ($2 \ Sl ) E3 (S1 N $2) @ (Sl \ $2) with all pieces 
nonempty, or 
4. $1 US2 is the linear lexicographic sum ($1 \$2)E3($1 f3S2)®($2 \ $1) with all pieces 
nonempty. 
Proof. Assume that S1 \$2 ¢ 0 and 82\S 1 ¢ 0. By Lemma 4.10 we have that S1US2 
is order-autonomous. Since Sl tO $2 is connected there is a po E $2 \ Sl such that P0 
is related to an element of Sl. Hence P0 is an upper or a lower bound of $1, say 
without loss of generality an upper bound (this is case 4, case 3 is treated similarly). 
Hence every xESI \$2 is below P0, i.e., below $2. Thus $1 US2 = (SI \$2)GS2. Pick 
x0 E $1 \ $2. Then every p E $2 \ $1 is above x0 and hence above $1. Thus Sl U $2 = 
Sl G ($2 \ Sl ), which implies the claim. [] 
Lemma 4.12. Let P be a connected, chain-complete ordered set that has no nontrivial 
representation asa linear lexicoyraphic sum. Then every connected order-autonomous 
proper subset 0 C P is contained in a unique maximal connected order-autonomous 
proper subset of P. 
Proof. Let S C P be a connected order-autonomous proper subset of P. Then the set 
S of all connected order-autonomous supersets C of S such that each point in C \ S 
is related to all points in S is not empty (S E S). Let V(S):= U S. Clearly, V(S) is 
connected and (by Lemma 4.10) order-autonomous. Since P has no nontrivial repre- 
sentation as a linear lexicographic sum V(S) ~ P. 
For O C P a connected order-autonomous proper subset of P, let 
O:={V(U):  P ~ UD_O and U is connected and order-autonomous}. 
Since P ~ V(S) for any proper connected order-autonomous subset we have P q~ O. 
Moreover, by definition of V(U) and Lemma 4.11 O is a chain with respect to inclusion 
and H := U O is connected and by Lemma 4.10 order-autonomous. If H E O, we are 
done, as H :~ P must be a maximal connected order-autonomous proper subset of P 
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that contains O. Assume H ~ (,9. Then O has no largest element. Since by Lemma 4.5 
for each element C E (,9 there is a p E P \ C with p > C or p < C, we can find 
an infinite cofinal well-ordered subchain D:= {D,: ~E F} ___ O such that for each 
there is a d~ ED~+I \D~, that is an upper or a lower bound of D~. Without loss of 
generality, we can assume that there is a cofinal subchain {D~j,: fl E F} of {D~: ~ E F} 
such that d~/~ is an upper bound of D~ for all fl E F. (The d~ are well-ordered.) Let 
d := V¢crd~l,. Then d ~ D~t~ for all f iEF  and hence, since {D~/~: f iEF}  was cofinal, 
d ~ D~ for all ~ E F. This implies that d is an upper bound of H with d ~ H. Thus 
H ¢ P, which implies P ~ V(H)E O. As V(H)~_ H, this implies O ~ V(H) = H, 
which is a contradiction. Hence H ¢ P is a maximal connected order-autonomous 
superset of O. 
Uniqueness follows from Lemma 4.11: Suppose O C Hz,H2 with 111,1-12 being 
distinct maximal connected order-autonomous subsets. Then H1 U 112 is connec- 
ted and order-autonomous and hence equal to P. Now Lemma 4.11 leads to a 
contradiction. [] 
Lemma 4.13. Let P be a connected, chain-complete ordered set that has no nontrivial 
representation as a linear lexicographic sum. Then every connected order-autonomous 
subset S C P is contained in a maximal order-autonomous subset. 
Proof. Let H be the maximal connected order-autonomous subset hat contains S. Let 
E be the set of all order-autonomous subsets of P that have the same strict upper 
and lower bounds as H and let K := U E. Since H ¢ P and P is connected we have 
K ~ P. If  xEP \K  satisfies x > k for some kEK,  then x > H and hence x > K 
(other comparability dually), and hence K is order-autonomous. Suppose M D K is an 
order-autonomous superset of K. Then there is an m E M \K  that is comparable to an 
element of H (otherwise M \ K is a component of M and hence in/2, contradiction). 
Thus K is a proper subset of a component of M. Since H was maximal connected 
order-autonomous this implies that the component of M that contains K is P and hence 
K is a maximal order-autonomous subset of P. [] 
Lemma 4.14. Let P be a connected, chain-complete ordered set that has no nontrivial 
representation as a linear lexicographic sum. Then every p E P is contained in a 
unique maximal order-autonomous subset of  P. 
Proof. Existence is provided by Lemma 4.13. To prove uniqueness, assume S1 and $2 
are two distinct maximal order-autonomous subsets of P such that $1 fq $2 ~ 0. Then 
S1 U $2 = P. Since P is connected there is a point sl E Sl \ $2 that is related to a point 
s2 E $2. Similar to the proof of Lemma 4.11 we now construct a linear lexicographic 
sum decomposition, which is a contradiction. [] 
Remark 4.15. Note that in general maximal order-autonomous subsets need not be 
chain-complete, ven when P is chain-complete. 
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Lemma 4.16. Let P be a connected, chain-complete ordered set that has no nontrivial 
representation as a linear lexicooraphic sum. Then 
T :--- {S c P: S is a maximal order-autonomous subset }
is ordered via (~<~-,p):=(~<pU =), where <~p is induced by the order on P as in 
Definition 2.2 and = is equality of sets. Moreover, 
1. P can be represented as the lexicographic sum L{S I S E T}, 
2. T is chain-complete, 
3. all order-autonomous subsets of T are singletons or equal to T, 
4. if Q is another chain-complete ordered set with the same underlyin9 set U and 
the same comparability 9raph, then Q = LQ{SIS E T}, where T is ordered by 
<~ Q U = with <~ Q as induced by the order in Q as in Definition 2.2, = is equality 
of sets and the pieces are ordered subsets of Q. 2 and 3 also hold for the orders 
induced by Q on the respective sets. 
Proof. All elements of T are maximal P-order-autonomous subsets of P. Thus by 
Lemma 4.14 all elements of T are pairwise disjoint. Now it is clear that (T, <~7,e) is 
an ordered set. To see 1, note that the underlying sets for P and L(S IS  E T} are the 
same. Consider Pl, P2 E P and let Si be the maximal order-autonomous subset contain- 
ing Pi. Then Pl <~PP2 iff(Sl =$2 and Pl ~<s, P2) or Sl <'T,P 82. 2 follows since T 
is isomorphic to a retract of P and hence chain-complete. For 3 suppose that T has 
a T-order-autonomous subset /3 ¢ T that is not a singleton. Then L{S IS  E 13} C_ p 
is a P-order-autonomous proper subset of P and a proper superset of all the maxi- 
mal P-order-autonomous subsets S E/3, which is a contradiction. Hence all T-order- 
autonomous subsets of T are singletons or equal to T. To see 4 recall that by Lemma 
4.9 P and Q have the same maximal order-autonomous subsets. 2 and 3 can now be 
proved in Q just as they were proved in P above. [] 
5. Lemmas on order-autonomous subsets in linear lexicographic sums 
The results of the last section leave us with the task find an analogue of Lemma 4.16 
for linear lexicographic sums. This is possible by introducing the notion of a minimal 
chain-link. 
Definition 5.1. An order-autonomous proper subset S ~ P of the ordered set P is 
called 
1. A chain-link iff every element of S is related to all elements in P \ S, 
2. A minimal chain-link iff S is a chain-link and every proper order-autonomous subset 
of S is not a chain-link. 
Lemma 5.2. Let P be an ordered set. Then P contains a chain-link iff P has a 
nontrivial representation as a linear lexicographic sum. 
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Proof. To prove '3 '  let CC_P be a chain-link. Then {pEP:  p < C} ¢ ~ or {pEP:  
p > C} ~ 0, and P is the linear lexicographic sum {p E P: p < C} ® C • {p E P : 
p > C}. For '~ '  notice that any piece in a nontrivial inear lexicographic sum repre- 
sentation of P is a chain-link. [] 
Lemma 5.3. Let P be an ordered set that contains a chain-link. Then every element 
p E P is contained in a unique minimal chain-link. 
Proof. Let p E P. Since P is a linear lexicographic sum and every piece of such a 
sum is a chain-link, p is contained in a chain-link. Let 
.A := {L C p: L is a chain-link and p E L}. 
Let I :=  ('].,4 ~ ~ (p EI!) .  Now let xE I .  Then xEA for all A E.A. Hence x is related 
to all elements in UA~.4PXA = P \  ~A~.aA --- P \ I .  Thus I is a chain-link that 
contains p. If  I would contain another chain-link, then I could be represented as the 
linear lexicographic sum L @ U of the two chain-links L and U. By definition of I 
neither L nor U could contain p, a contradiction. Hence I is a minimal chain-link. As 
every chain-link that contains p must contain I, I is the unique minimal chain-link 
that contains p. [] 
Lemma 5.4. Let P = (U, <~e) and Q = (U, ~<Q) be two ordered sets with the same 
underlying set U and the same comparability graph. Suppose that P has a nontrivial 
representation as a linear lexicographic sum. Then every minimal P-chain-link is also 
a minimal Q-chain-link. In particular, Q has a nontrivial representation as a linear 
lexicographic sum. 
Proof. Let S C_ U be a minimal P-chain-link. Let H be a maximal Q-convex subset 
of S. Then by Lemma 4.6 H is Q-order-autonomous. U ing the exact same argument 
as in the proof of Lemma 4.7 we infer that H is a Q-chain-link. Let BQ(S) C H C S 
be a minimal Q-chain-link. Repeating this procedure with BQ(S) in the ordered set 
P, we obtain a minimal P-chain-link B?(BQ(S)) such that S D BQ(S)D_ Bp(BQ(S)). By 
minimality of S we conclude that all the above sets must be equal, which implies that 
S = H is a minimal Q-chain-link. [] 
Lemma 5.5. Let P be an ordered set that contains a chain-link. The set 
C:={CCP:C is  a minimal P -  chain- l ink } 
is totally ordered by (~<c,e) :-- (~<?U =), where <~? is induced by the order on P 
as in Definition 2.2 and = is equality of  sets. Moreover, 
1. P can be represented as the linear lexicooraphic sum L{S ] S E C}, 
2. I f  P is chain-complete, then so is C, 
3. I f  Q is another ordered set with the same underlying set U and the same compa- 
rability graph, then Q = LQ{SISEC},  where C is ordered by <~QU = with <~Q 
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as induced by the order & Q via Definition 2.2 and the pieces are ordered subsets 
of Q. All the pieces are minimal Q-chain-links. If Q is chain-complete, then so is 
C with the order induced by Q. 
Finally, if C is infinite and P is chain-complete, then P contains an element s that is 
P-related to all other elements. 
Proof. Let El ~ E2 be elements of C. Then every element of P \E l  is P-related 
to all elements of El. Suppose, without loss of generality, there is an x E E2 with 
x >--eEl. Then, since E2 is order-autonomous, E2 >~e P for all pEEl,  i.e., E2 >~eE1. 
Thus C is a chain. To prove 1 note that the underlying set of L{SIS E C} is P and 
for Pl, p2 E P that are contained in the minimal P-chain-links El, E2 respectively we 
have pl ~<P 2 iff El <c,e E2 or E1 = E2 and Pl <~E, P2. Since C is thus isomor- 
phic to a retract of P, we infer that C is chain-complete if P is, i.e., 2. To prove 
3 note that by Lemma 5.4, P and Q have the same minimal chain-links. Thus we 
can prove as above that Q -- LQ{SISEC } with all orders induced by Q, and that 
if Q is chain-complete, C is chain-complete with respect o the order induced by Q. 
Finally if C is infinite and P is chain-complete, then there is without loss of general- 
ity, a C-well-ordered chain W c_ C. Let S := Ve W. Then by Lemma 3.3, S has a P- 
smallest element. Since S was a P-chain-link, s is P-related to every element of S and 
of P \S .  [] 
6. The main result 
We need the following lemma that is a consequence of the work in [6]. This is the 
only place at which the paper is not completely self-contained. An ordered set with >1 2 
points and no nontrivial order-autonomous subsets (i.e., such that all order-autonomous 
subsets are singletons or the whole set) is called prime. By the remarks in [6, p.24] a 
prime ordered set has a prime comparability graph (the comparability graph has only 
singletons or the whole vertex set as autonomous subgraphs). By Corollary 4.4 in [6] 
each prime comparability graph is uniquely orderable (i.e., there are only two possible 
orders that induce this graph and these orders are duals of each other). Hence 
Lemma 6.1 (cf. [6], Corollary 4.4 and Definition and Remarks on p. 24). Let P, Q 
be ordered sets with no nontrivial order-autonomous subsets and isomorphic ompa- 
rability graphs. Then P is isomorphic to Q or the dual of Q. [] 
Theorem 6.2. Let P, Q be chain-complete ordered sets with isomorphic omparability 
graphs. Then P has the .fixed point property iff Q has the fixed point property. 
Proof. After possibly exchanging some points, we can assume that (P, ~<p) and 
(Q, ~<Q) have the same underlying set U :=P  = Q and that (P, ~<p) and (Q, ~<Q) 
have the same comparability graph G. If either of (P, ~<p), (Q, ~<0) is not connected, 
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then G is not connected and hence the other ordered set also is not connected. Hence 
in this case there is nothing to prove. I f -  say - (P, ~<e) contains an element s that 
is P-related to all other elements in P, then s is also Q-related to all other elements 
in Q, and again there is nothing to prove. In the following we can thus assume that 
(P, <~o), (Q, <~p) and G are connected and that neither P nor Q contains an element 
that is related to all other elements of P resp. Q. Also it is clear that we only need to 
prove one direction, so we will assume that (P, ~<e) has the fixed point property. Let 
f : (Q, ~Q) ---4 (Q, <~Q) be an order-preserving map. We will show that f has a fixed 
point or there is a subset S' _C U such that 
1. f maps S' to itself, 
2. S ~ is chain-complete as an ordered subset of P and as an ordered subset of Q, 
3. S ~ has the fixed point property when regarded as an ordered subset of P, 
4. S ~ has a strict Q-upper bound or Q-lower bound. 
First suppose P contains a P-chain-link. Let Lp{Sp [Sp E Cp) be a representation f P 
as a lexicographic sum as in Lemma 5.5, where the index 'P '  signalizes that all sets 
carry the order induced by P. Since P does not contain any point that is P-related 
to all points in P, the set C is finite. By part 3 of Theorem 5.5, Q has a represen- 
tation LQ{SQ ISQ E CQ}, the index Q signalizing that the sets carry the order induced 
by Q. (For the underlying sets we have C = Cp = CQ and S = Sp = SQ.) By Lemma 
3.2 and the assumption that neither P nor Q contains a point that is related to all 
others, every Sp, SQ is chain-complete in P resp. Q. If  there is an SQ that f does 
not map to itself, then f has a fixed point and we are done. Otherwise, since there 
must be an Sp that has the fixed point property (cf. [13, Corollary 4.2]), there is a set 
S 'E  C such that S~,S~ are chain-complete, f maps S~ to itself and S~, has the fixed 
point property. Clearly, S~ and S~ have the same comparability graph, hence S~ is 
connected. 
I fP  contains no P-chain-link we represent P as a lexicographic sum L,o{Sp I Sp E UP} 
as in Lemma 4.16, the index 'P '  indicating that Up and the pieces Sp carry the order 
induced by P. Let 7- be the underlying set of Up. Then no element of Up is Up-related 
to all other elements of Up, since otherwise P has a nontrivial representation asa linear 
lexicographic sum. By part 4 of Lemma 4.16 Q = LQ{SQ ISQET-Q}, with the index 
'Q'  signalizing that all sets inherited their order from Q. Since P and Q have the same 
comparability graphs, Up and 7-Q have the same comparability graphs. By Lemma 4.16 
part 3 neither Up, nor 7-Q contains a nontrivial order-autonomous subset. Hence by 
Lemma 6.1 we have Up = 7-Q or Up = 7-~, the dual of 7-Q. I f  necessary on reversing 
the order on Q (and thus on TO) we infer via Lemma 3.4 that f has a fixed point, or 
there is a maximal chain-complete order-autonomous subset S~ of Q such that f maps 
S~ to itself and S~ has the fixed point property. Since S~ has the fixed point property, 
every nonempty chain in S~ has a P-upper and a P-lower bound in S~, and hence a 
supremum and an infimum in S~,. Thus S~, is chain-complete. Clearly S~, and S~ have 
the same comparability graph and are hence in particular both connected. 
In this fashion we can inductively construct a sequence of pairs of connected chain- 
complete ordered sets (Pn, Qn) such that 
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1. Each Pn is a lexicographic sum whose pieces are pieces of P and each Qn is a 
lexicographic sum whose pieces are pieces of Q, 
2. f maps Qn to itself, 
3. Pn has the fixed point property, 
4. P, and Qn have the same comparability graph, 
5. There is a Q-upper or a Q-lower bound b, of Qn+l in Q, \ Q~+I. 
All that is needed to do is to let P0 := P, Q0 := Q and repeat he initial argument with 
(P,, Qn) instead of (P, Q) until a fixed point of f is found. If  no fixed point is found 
in a step and if no point in S~,,(S~Q,,) is related to all points in S~e,,(S'Q,,) (in which case 
¢S t S t a If no fixed f has a fixed point and we are done), we let (P,+j ,Q,+I) :=~ p,,, Q,,~. 
point is found after finitely many steps, we consider Q~ := A~e~ Qn. Similar to the 
argument at the end of the proof of Lemma 3.4 we prove that Q~ is nonempty and 
has a Q-largest or a Q-smallest element. Clearly f maps Q~ to itself. Thus also in 
this case f has a fixed point. [] 
7. An analogue of theorem 1 in 121 
Theorem 1 in [2] shows that for finite sets comparability invariance is equivalent to a 
simple result about lexicographic sums. The value of such a result is that any parameter 
that can be explicitly computed for lexicographic sums from data on the pieces and 
the index set can quickly be proved to be a comparability invariant. The authors then 
state that no useful analogue of their result was found for larger classes of ordered 
sets. Theorem 7.1 is such an analogue for the larger class of ordered sets of finite 
height. The proof of Theorem 6.2 shows that it should be hard to find a generalization 
for chain-complete sets, as for these sets comparability invariance is equivalent o a 
result on lexicographic sums plus 'some way to push past the limit ordinal'. In non- 
chain-complete s ts one would even need to take infinite nestings uch as the chain O 
in the proof of Lemma 4.12 into account. (Their union could be the whole set if P is 
not chain-complete.) It seems possible to write down such conditions, but their value 
currently seems doubtful to the author. 
I f  we wish to consider a property as a parameter ~(.), then C-comparability invariance 
translates into c~(P) -- ~(Q) for all P, Q ~ C with isomorphic omparability graphs. This 
allows a compact way to state the following theorem. 
Theorem 7.1. Let ~ be a parameter of ordered sets such that for any ordered sets 
L{Pt It E T} of finite height, we have that 
• (L{Pt It c T}) = ~(L{P~ It ~ r}),  
where Pt E {Pt, tfft }. Then ~ is a comparability invariant on the class of all ordered 
sets of finite height. 
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Proof. Let P = (U, ~<e) and Q = (U, ~<Q) be ordered sets with the same comparability 
graph and let • be a parameter as above. We will construct a sequence of lexicographic 
sums {L{S]S E Tk}}k=l,....~ such that P = L{S IS E T1 }, O = L{S IS  E Tn} and for k = 
1 . . . . .  n - 1 we have ~(L{SIS E Tk}) = a(L{S[S E Tk+l }). To do so let Tl := {P}. In 
the inductive step assume that 
1. Urk=u,  
2. Every S E Tk is order-autonomous in P and in Q and has the same comparability 
graph as a subset of P as when regarded as a subset of  Q, 
3. Every S E Tk carries the order induced on it by P or its dual, 
4. Tk carries the order ~<k := ~< Q U = induced on it by Q, where ~< Q is as in Defi- 
nition 2.2 and = is equality of sets, 
5. ~(L{S ISETk})=~(L{S ISETk_ I  } (for k > 1). 
For S E Tk define Ts to be the set of 
1. Components of S if S is disconnected (these are order-autonomous in S as a subset 
of either P or Q by Lemma 4.1), 
2. Maximal S-order-autonomous subsets of S as in Lemma 4.16 if S is connected and 
has no nontrivial representation as a linear lexicographic sum, 
3. Minimal S-chain-links as in Lemma 5.5 if S has a nontrivial representation as a 
linear lexicographic sum. 
Let T P be Ts with the order ~< e U =, where ~< p is as induced by P via Definition 2.2 
and let = be equality of sets. Let Ts Q be Ts with the order ~<O U = where ~< Q is as 
induced by Q via Definition 2.2 and = is equality of  sets. I f  T~ # Ts Q (which cannot 
happen in case 1), then by Lemmas 4.16, 5.5 and 6.1 in case 2, the sets must be duals 
of each other. In this case reverse the order on S to obtain S', otherwise let S' := S. 
In case 3, there are finitely many ordered sets such that Tff = S1 ® $2 ® "" Sn (with 
n bounded by the height of P)  and a permutation a:  {1 . . . . .  n} ~ {1 . . . .  ,n} such that 
the order on Ts Q is Sa~l) < S~2) < . . .  < S~t,). There is a finite sequence of ~< n du- 
alizations of order-autonomous subsets of the form Sk, O . - .  ®..-Sk~ that transforms the 
order on Tf  to the order on Ts Q (essentially a 'bubble sort' variation/bastardization). 
This sequence will assign to every Sk the order induced on it by P or its dual. In 
this case we let S t he S equipped with the order obtained in the above fashion. Let 
T~ := {St: S E Tk}. By assumption ~(L{SIS E Tk}) = ~(L{S'IS t E T~}). (The dualiza- 
tions to sort the pieces with a nontrivial linear lexicographic sum decomposition can 
be done simultaneously for all pieces in question.) Define Ts, in the same fashion as 
Ts and let Tk+l := Us,~r; Ts,. Clearly, 1 is satisfied. Since the S E Tk were P- and 
Q-order-autonomous and since the S E Ts, are P- and Q-order-autonomous subsets of 
S t, the S are P- and Q-order-autonomous. Since P and Q have the same comparabil- 
ity graph every S E Ts, has the same comparability graph as a subset of P as when 
regarded as a subset of  Q. Hence the S satisfy 2. Since all that happened to the order 
on the S E Tk+z is at most a finite sequence of dualizations we have 3. Order Tk+l 
via ,~1 U 82 iff (Sl E Ts( ~ Ts~ ~ $2 and SI <r~ $2) or (Sl,,~2 E Ts, and S1 <~rs, $2). 
By construction of Tk+i this order is the same as the order induced on Tk+l by Q, 
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hence we have 4. Moreover it is easy to see that L{S IS  E Tk+l} = L{S'IS' E T[,}, and 
hence ~(L{SISE Tk+l}) = o:(L{SISETk}), which is 5. Since P is of finite height, 
this construction must reach a stage in which each S E Tn is a singleton in finitely 
many steps. Then Q = L{S IS E Tn} and we are done. [] 
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